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I inspire and empower clients to
become the best version of
themselves by helping them design
a roadmap to living the life they
imagined.

I have been given the ability to show
compassion & love; use intuition,
healing, and the ability to
communicate those abilities. I use
those gifts as I work with clients in
writing new roadmaps, or stories that
better serve their life goals.   
   
Today my greatest joy is helping
clients find the way to achieving their
hopes, dreams, and their true paths
by seeing the hope and possibilities
within themselves.  

www.curious-soul.net curioussouls7@gmail.com
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Welcome to the 6-Practices

"When we get too caught
up in the busy-ness of the
world, we lose connection

with one another – and
ourselves. "

-Jack Kornfield-
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We often forget during difficult times to keep up the practices that bring
us peace of mind. We go off the rails when we feel stress or worry about
what we can not control. It is during these times that we need grounding
practices the most to maintain a sense of calm.  

Over the years, I have read many books and articles on establishing and
sustaining habits ranging from 7-day quick starts to the almighty magical
21-day programs for success. It was not until I created a modified practice
that I experienced the daily benefits of staying grounded. I started using
the 6-Practices in 2014.  

I want to share with you the 6-Practices that I use which have helped to
free me from the limiting beliefs that were the basis of my past story. The
6-Practices helped to reconnect me with my intuition, and creative spirit. It
opened a door for me to write a new story for myself that better serves me,
and brought me to a consistent feeling of joy.  It is my hope that you too
will find freedom when engaging with the 6-Practices. 

The handout includes specifically designed daily pages to get you started
on your journey. I suggest you print and use the handout for the next 30
days. If you decide not to continue on with the designed pages, purchase a
college-ruled notebook. Too many times I hear from people who bought a
special journal then couldn’t use it because they didn’t want to make
mistakes or make it look messy. This is why I suggest a college-ruled
notebook. It is inexpensive and you will be able to do all of the writing and
doodling practices in it by keeping it simple so you can have fun.

curioussouls7@gmail.com

Welcome to the 6-Practices
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Practice 1 
Word of 
the Day 
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Words are powerful. While words can lift us, and when used to hurt us,
they can break us. However, one word, when used with good intention,
can change us. During a conversation, a friend recommended
photographing what vulnerability looked like to me. Instead of a
photograph, I created a metal sculpture. I worked for days on it. I could
not focus on much else during the time I worked on the sculpture. The
feelings of vulnerability were overwhelming as I struggled through the
process of facing beliefs that limited me, or "limiting beliefs," that can
often drown the creative process. The process of bringing the sculpture
into existence moved me through a cathartic healing that opened the
doors to a new world. 

In response to the experience, I created a business card size set of 32
words. Each card has a photograph I took and one word. I wanted to
pull a random card trusting the day's card would be the reflection I
needed.

I read about how Benjamin Franklin had a list of virtues to live by, that
he worked on daily.  There were 13 virtues in his list and he would put
one down in his notebook and work on that virtue each day.  When he
would have had an occasion when he didn't act within this virtue, he
would make a mark in his notebook at the end of each day.  He would
not move on to the next virtue until he had mastered the one he was
working on, with no marks.  He worked on this daily as part of his plan
to build a solid foundation for a daily schedule that aligned with his
virtues, so he would direct his time and energy in the right direction.

I want the Word of Day Practice to help you build your foundation. www.curious-soul.net



How it Works

Pull a card from the deck each day, which becomes the Word of the Day.
For example, If you pull the card with the word judgment,  throughout the
day, make a mental note each time a judgmental thought arises about a
person, someone's opinion, or about yourself. Then reflect on if this
judgment serves you in a way that adds positivity to the world, those
around you or brings you closer to your best self. If it doesn't, then it is time
to let go of the judgmental thoughts and opinions.  

If you pull the same card two or three days in a row, take it as a sign that
you need to keep working in the area. Trust the assignment which is given
to you and do the work. 

If you do not have a deck of word cards, close your eyes, take a few deep
breaths, and the first word that comes to mind will be your Word of the
Day. 

The work with the Word of the Day will bring about a deep level of self-
awareness. As with any practice, you will begin to feel a shift. You may be
surprised how many of your thoughts are about other people and how you
effect them.

Word of the Day 
Practice 1 
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Practice 2
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Practicing the Daily Intention can move your focus away from you
whatever  issues you are suffering. This allows you to generate more
positive energy in your life, such as kindness and compassion for yourself
and others. The Daily Intention is one of my favorite practices, because, as
you know, your day gets filled with all the noise and chaos around you. 
 This is my time to just listen to myself, my breathing and my hopes for the
day. 

It is so easy to get lost in our thoughts or the fast pace of life around us. It is
the everyday hustle that takes us away from taking the time to notice what
another person might be going through. The self-imposed need to hustle
keeps us away from taking care of ourselves.  

Practicing the Daily Intention is a great way to slow down and move
towards self-care. It is a way of noticing how we treat ourselves and others.

Remembering Benjamin Franklin, his "intentions" were about how he
wanted his life to be, and he used that time to reflect and correct his
thinking back to controlling his own journey, instead of letting the journey
control him. 

Daily
Intention 
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How it Works

Each morning take a few minutes to reflect on the previous day to find a
moment in time that stood out where you may not have been your best
self. Maybe you were extremely critical of yourself that resulted in beating
yourself down with negative self-talk. The Daily Intention exercise would
be that each time a negative thought about yourself entered your mind,
you would consciously find the opposite truth.  

Example of self: "I cannot believe I said that in the meeting. I do not have
good ideas." 
Truth: "I do have good ideas. My last three ideas were well received, and
they were implemented." 
The Daily Intention to practice: Each time I think I have failed, I will prove
where I have succeeded. 

Example of extending kindness outside of ourselves: "I spoke harshly with
a co-worker because I was having a bad day. 
Truth: Regardless of my bad mood, people should be treated with
kindness and courtesy.
The Daily Intention practice: "I will treat everyone I encounter with
kindness and respect when I speak to them regardless of my personal
circumstance."

Daily Intention 
Practice 2 
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Practice 3

Having  a gratitude practice benefits in many ways, including improved
mental health, better sleep habits, improved relationships, a propensity
to increase exercise, reduced stress, and the ability to make better
decisions. Those are just a few.  

Humans have been practicing gratitude for a long time.  Can you guess
how?  You may already practice this, in the form of prayer and/or
meditation. 

More recently, research has proven, what many have known for
centuries; the benefits of gratitude on the human psyche and body  is
being shown in the results of neuroscience research, and brain
mapping.  So think of this as your "post-brain workout" by practicing
your daily gratitude.

Daily
Gratitude 
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How it Works

In the morning, write down three things you are grateful for, in your life. 
 For example, I coached an older gentleman who started each day with
"I'm still alive."  When you look closer, you know that because of his age
and medical health, he truly was grateful to wake up each day. 

Try not to choose the same things/people again, though.  You will be surprised
how your gratitude list will expand. It will not take long for you to notice the
many things we do take for granted each day.  

Gratitude is a beautiful and rewarding daily practice. You may feel some
resistance in the beginning if you are currently going through a rough patch. It
can feel like a struggle to be grateful when your world feels upside down. Stick
with the practice, and the shift will happen. It may not happen when you want it
to, but it will happen.

Daily Gratitude 
Practice 3 
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Practice 4

I have dabbled with meditation on and off for years. I thought the goal of
meditation was to eliminate thoughts from the mind. It was not until a
friend suggested that I read a book authored by Dan Harris titled
"Meditation for Fidgety Skeptics.” This book changed the beliefs I had
about meditation.   

It can be overwhelming reading about people who meditate for 30 plus
minutes a day. I started with meditating for 5 minutes at a time, which I
stayed with for a long time.  I do not in any way profess to be an expert
meditator by any means.

This is one practice that, even I, struggle with, but I continue to work with it
because of the many benefits I get from it.  

There are a lot of ways to meditate, and even apps on your phone to help. 
 The steps I am outlining are covered in many of those apps, so feel free to
choose one that can help you feel comfortable and able to spend your 5
minutes in the most helpful way you can. 

curioussouls7@gmail.com
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How it Works 

If you are new to meditation, below are some starting tips.

1. Find a quiet place to sit. It is essential to be comfortable when “sitting.”
You do not want to feel pain in parts of your body. If you cannot sit on the
floor in a loose cross-legged position, sit upright in a chair with your back
straight, hands in your lap. You can also sit in a kneeling position. Kneeling
is my preferred sitting position. I place a yoga block under my bum to
support my sit bone to maintain a straighter back. 

2. Set a time limit of no more than 5 minutes if you are new to meditation.
Stick with the 5 minutes for a couple of weeks. Gradually increase the
amount of time you sit when you are ready to increase it. You will be
successful in maintaining a daily meditation practice if the time you spend
is achievable. You will learn quickly what amount of time feels right for you
as you begin your meditation practice. 

3. You can meditate with your eyes closed or open by gazing at a focal
point. Begin your meditation by taking a long breath inhaling through
your nose. Feel your breath as it enters your nose. Slowly exhale, emptying
your lungs through slightly open lips. Repeat this a couple more times.
Continue your meditation with normal breathing. You can continue to feel
the sensation of your breath as it goes in and out.

Meditation 
Practice 4
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4. Your mind will wander. Notice it and bring your attention back to your
breathing. We cannot stop thoughts from entering your mind. The key is
to notice the thought but not engage with it. As a thought enters your
mind, let it pass through, like cars on a highway. 

5. Visualize the thought landing on a leaf and watch it float down a creek
lined with beautiful fall leaves as you bring your attention back to your
breath. This is a little trick I use when my mind is more chaotic than usual.  

 6. When you are ready to close the meditation, open your eyes if they are
closed. Take a few moments to notice your surroundings and how your
body feels. You will want to slowly get up if you have been sitting on the
floor or kneeling.

7. Do not judge yourself. Meditation takes practice. There is no right or
wrong way to meditate. Be kind and gentle with yourself as you begin
your meditation practice.

Scientific studies have shown that meditation has several benefits, such as
reducing stress, anxiety, improved focus, increased compassion and
kindness for self and others, just to mention a few. I would encourage you
to try to do your meditation practice at the same time every day. However,
any time you begin to feel irritated, anxious, nervous or need to refocus,
find a quiet place to meditate, even if it is for 1 minute. You will be
surprised by how grounding 1 minute of meditation can be.

Meditation 
Practice 4
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Practice 5

We spend too much time in our heads. We often listen to the negative
thoughts that swirl and percolate in our minds resulting in self-damaging
thoughts about ourselves or others. Writing words on paper kicks our brain
into a different action, reducing negative thoughts for a while. It does not
mean negative thoughts will not come back, and they will, but we begin to
handle them differently.  

Author Julia Cameron started a journaling/writing practice, which she
termed Morning Pages. She began the practice of journalling to move
beyond what some might term a creative block. For her, it is crucial to do
her writing in the morning. She is adamant that in doing the journalling in
the morning and write out whatever comes to your mind the length of
three letter-size pages. I like to fill two pages. If you need to write one word
or one sentence, you do it until it fills the pages.  

I  see the length of the journaling pages analogous to the story of the three
bears testing out the beds in the residence of Goldilocks. Three full pages
are too hard, one page is not enough, and the perfect amount is in the
middle. The point being when you do a harmful thought dump, you write
until your thoughts become something other than negative thoughts
about yourself or another person. 

curioussouls7@gmail.com

Journaling 
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I have found that when I begin to feel anxious if I sit down to journal, the
anxiety goes away. It does usually take me up to three hand-written full-
length pages as suggested by Julia Cameron. I often do shorter journal
entries during the day when needed. The mind will continue to generate
thought "garbage". The key is to recognize the first sign of anxiety and
head it off at the pass before it becomes a wild child running loose in our
heads.  It is up to us to develop the habits and practices to keep us
grounded. 

Daily journaling will provide insight into reoccurring behavior or thought
patterns. Once we can see patterns and themes in our thoughts, we can
get to the root of the patterns and themes and change them.  This is a
great time to incorporate a Coach or Therapist in getting to a point to
release the negative beliefs and anxiety.  The power of journaling allows for
the release of negative beliefs and anxiety. Only then can the genuine,
gold nuggets and gems make their way to the forefront of the mind.  

I would also suggest that you use a journal to write down your daily
reflections of your day. It is a great way to record your goals, your dreams,
desires, success, and how you would like to improve in small steps. Once I
was in a more consistent state of feeling grounded, I became more joyful.
This feeling of joy let loose some buried desires I had for further
connection, spiritual growth, and even a career change. Looking back in
some of my writings, I found that I had wanted the connection, spiritual
growth, and the career change for some time. I do believe that having
written about them helped to manifest them into reality.

Journaling
Practice 5 
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 Buy a college-ruled notebook.
 Get a pen
Make a time you would like to write, but keep to that schedule.  I advise
morning for most because it helps to get your day started in a very
positive way.
 Start writing two full pages and work up to three full pages each
morning even if the same word appears repeatedly or the same
sentence on all of the pages. 
 Fill the pages-don't cheat; go all the way to the bottom.
 Try to notice when anxiety, stress arises and write as soon as you can in
your journal. Take the 3 bears approach. Do your writing as long as you
need to get grounded.
 You can use a journal to capture daily reflections, thoughts, etc., as well
as a mind dump practice.
 Repeat the next day!

How it Works

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
 

Journaling
Practice 5 
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Practice 6 

reduces stress, 
enhances coping mechanisms, 
improves mental and emotional health, 
improves communications, and 
enhances problem-solving skills. 

The Daily Creative Act is not about being an artist or creating a piece of art
you will frame for hanging in your home. The Daily Creative Act is another
way to get grounded. It helps you release and let go of negative feelings
like stress, anxiety, depression, anger, or frustration. It is about the physical
creation that allows for the processing of unresolved feelings. By releasing
the negative energy, you will be making room for a renewed perspective
and more growth.  The Daily Creative Act helps to calm chaotic energy and
can be done any time throughout the day. 

The most uncomplicated process, or act, to begin with, is that of the
doodle or scribble. This simplest form of creation will begin to open the
door to your intuitive self. It also opens the doorway to allow for more
creative problem-solving. 

The Daily Creative Act, like any art form, has many benefits to the creator.
Creativity is cathartic; it 

Establishing a creative practice is a big part of self-care.

curioussouls7@gmail.com
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How it Works

All you need is paper and PEN. Start by doodling on a piece of paper at
least 5” x 7” in size. Create something aimlessly and casually that will bring
a calming effect while you are doing it. You might be starting by drawing
circles until you tire of circles. Then switch to triangles. You can start by
drawing childlike flowers or other simplistic images. The goal is not to
draw with perfection. Do not use a pencil as you will become distracted
and want to erase what you consider mistakes. This ritual is about the
release,  the grounding, and the playfulness. 

I often close my eyes to draw. I just let my hand, wrist, and arm go
wherever they want. I often do this when I feel higher levels of anxiety or
before I begin an intuitive painting.  

I have a friend who started out just making circles. They turned into zoo
animals.  She said she loves the look of the giraffe she draws, the smile on 
 the elephant, and the adventure inherent in the horses.  But it all started
with circles.  The key is to jump in, scribble and do basic drawings using
your inner 5-year-old child.

Daily Creative Act
Practice 6
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No doubt you have come across various versions of the 6-
Practices I have shared with you. I have to keep habits of self-
care as simple as possible for my success. Still today, I have
days that I cannot, for whatever reason, complete all 6-
Practices, regardless of mood or life circumstances. It took me
several months to incorporate all six of the practices into a
daily routine. Now, if I go more than three days without doing
all 6-Practices daily, I begin to feel off balance. 
 
It is important to remember that what works for me may be
slightly different for you. I modified the practices to fit my life
and personality. I hope you modify them if needed to meet
your personality as well. I want you to be successful in
establishing a daily routine of self-care with the 6-Practices. 

Don't feel as if it will all happen at once.  When I am coaching,
I introduce these practices, one at a time.  I have found in my
coaching, that many of my clients use all of the practices now.  
I have seen the lives of my clients change and their ability to
pinpoint the areas of their lives that they want to work on, or
change become much more clear.  It's as if they get a new
vocabulary when speaking about their own needs and the
direction you want to take in life. 

curioussouls7@gmail.com

FINAL THOUGHTS 
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Follow me on our website,  and sign up
with your email for a free gift of a  Digital
Print from my gallery of artwork.  The
prints are valued at between $175 and
$125 and can be printed in any format
you would like for framing.  They are
numbered and no more than 50 of each
print will be given or sold.   By signing
up you will be notified of special offers,
workshops, and information that will
help you to make your goals your reality. 
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FOLLOW ME 
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https://www.facebook.com/sonja.kautzman

https://www.instagram.com/sonjakautzman/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/sonja-kautzman-39b91226/
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WEEKLY KUDOS LIST
The Weekly Kudos List can be used to track your progress. 

“Small progress is still progress.” 
 -Anonymous -

curioussouls7@gmail.com

Approach the development of your routine of the 6-Practices with
patience and self-kindness. While learning to become accountable to
yourself, it is not a time of comparison to others or self-berating. Rather
than use self-judgment, which often leads to other self-defeating
thoughts, on days that you think you did not do as well as you intended,
use reflection as a means to make room for more tender thoughts as to
how you can become more consistent in your-self care practice.  

 
It is time for you to get grounded, to let your inner light fill the world with
your goodness and gifts. 
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I created created The Dailies for you so you could get started
immediately. They are specifically designed in a way to keep the
practices of writing and doodling playful. As you begin to do the The
Dailies each day, take the approach of an adventurous explorer who is
curious about the treasures he or she will find. We have many gems
hidden within us that need to be excavated and polished. The gems are
our unique gifts that we use to become our best selves. 

Let the treasure hunt begin. 

“Never lose your sense of wonder.” 
– Unknown

curioussouls7@gmail.com

THE DAILIES
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Word of the Day:

DAY 1

Intention of the Day:

I am Grateful for the Following 3 things:
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Day/Date:  
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Day/Date:  

DOODLE PAGE
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Journal Day/Date:
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Journal Day/Date:
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Word of the Day:
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Journal Day/Date:
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Word of the Day:

Intention of the Day:

I am Grateful for the Following 3 things:
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Word of the Day:
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Word of the Day:

DAY 5 

Intention of the Day:

I am Grateful for the Following 3 things:
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